
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of marketing VP. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for marketing VP

Develops an account management system to ensure that all facilities are
receiving and converting referrals
Refresh and execute a holistic communication strategy to include all
integration, internal and external communications, marketing
communications, and trade shows/events
Continue to develop digital strategy and platforms
Working in close partnership with product owners and development teams to
ensure alignment between the product offering and optimization of
marketing programs
Driving cross-functional planning and execution with resources across studio
locations
Initiating marketing partnership opportunities with licensor, platforms, and
other potential consumer marketing partners
Working closely with studio leadership on long-term franchise planning to
drive towards a $1 billion business
Contributing a thorough understanding of competition and market trends,
collaboration with Data Analytics to inform feature development for
Production team
Creating marketing plans and calendar in support of organizational strategy
and objectives while managing budgets and contributing to forecasts
Leading User Acquisition, Lifecycle Marketing, and Product Marketing while
partnering with Player Retention to achieve targeted results
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Generates imaginative, forward-looking ideas and solutions
Develops market insights and strategic positioning capabilities
Institutional or Enterprise (B2B) Marketing – Proven success and experience
Marketing to enterprise clients and prospects, or to an analogous technical
and specialist professional buyer/intermediary and end corporate client
Global Marketing Leadership/Management – Ideally, experience working
within a global and regional Marketing structure, either centrally or in a
significant region of a global organization
BroadMarketing Toolkit – Experience across the traditional Marketing mix,
with demonstrated results in Positioning, Product Management, New
Products/Innovation, PR, local Advertising and Media, Trade/Customer
Marketing, Local Promotion and Events, This experience would ideally include
exposure to, and understanding of Digital Marketing (e.g., Display,
SEO/SEM, Social, Mobile)
Organizational Development – Experience recruiting, hiring, managing,
developing, motivating and promoting direct reports, and installing a
Customer and Metrics centric culture


